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Academic advising
has started.

Charlie Hunter is set to
play this Saturday.

Page 5.

Pacific men's tennis
heats up.

Page 9.

High: 77
Low: 41
Mostly Sunny,

Page 15.

Jnited
5 Way

History
Speaks

ie, y Tara Cuslidqe

Staff Writer

By Jesse Merkel

!ce t a f f W r i t e r

Judith Chambers undertands the importance of the
Jnited Way.
The Special Assistant to
re Vice President of Univer;ity Advancement was the
ountywide president of the
Jnited Way's board of direcors fifteen years ago. She
arows how much impact the
rganization has on the comnunity.
This knowledge is imporant because Chambers has
>een chosen to head up Pa:ific's United Way Campaign
or the second year in a row.
"I have been involved in
he United Way for a long
ime and am very much comnitted to it," said Chambers.
From Oct. 17 to Nov. 24
nembers of the faculty and
taff hope to donate $50,000
) the local San Joaquin
ounty chapter.
"We are part of a very
arge effort across the comnunity," said Chambers,
'acific faculty and staff
aised $45,000 for last year's
ause. The theme for the 2002
ampaign is "I Pledge to be
someone's Hero."
Support from Pacific ad
ministration to achieve the
50a1 is great. In a universitywide letter released Oct. 4
resident Donald DeRosa
aid that the goal is $5,000
ligher then last year, but he
IS optimistic that it can be
met.
Last year, 20 percent of
acuity and staff participated
?y either donating a flat sum,
or having payroll deduct the
;ift amount. Chambers is

UNITED WAY see page 3
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Greek Week was held on ihe week of Monday, Oct. 14. The first event was held last Monday with a
window painting contest with Pacific's Homecoming theme, "Pacific rises with America."

AO & 2X take Greek Week
The Pacifican
Greek Week took place on Monday, Oct.
14 and concluded on Saturday, Oct. 19. The
events and winners are as follows: Window
painting contest winners: Fraternity Omega
Phi Alpha and Sorority Alpha Phi, Tug-o-War
winners: Fraternity Omega Phi Alpha and
Sorority Alpha Phi Obstacle Course winners:
Fraternity Sigma Chi and Sorority Alpha Phi,
Lip Sync winners: Fraternity Pi Kappa Alpha
and Sorority Delta Gamma and Penny Drive
winners: Fraternity Omega Phi Alpha and
Sorority Delta Sigma Theta. Despite the indi
vidual event winners, the overall winners of
Greek Week were Alpha Phi and Sigma Chi.

Co-Vice President of Public Relations
(VPPR) for Greek Council, Tommy Fama
said, "[Greek Week] was a lot of hard work
and very stressful, but a fun week for Greeks
to get together."
However, Famma's Co-VPPR of Greek
Council, Kathleen O'Sullivan, said, "I think
that the spirit of Greek unity got lost in the
competitions during the week. I think it is
important to remember that Greek Week is
supposed to bring unity not only in indi
vidual chapters, but throughout the Greek
system as a whole. Next year I think the em
phasis should be on events like the kickball
tournament that pair houses up together for
competitions."

The Asian studies pro
gram of College of the Pacific
(COP) presented a lecture by
Ken Pomeranz last Thursday
night at the Bechtel Interna
tional Center.
Pomeranz, a professor
of history at the Univer
sity of California, Irvine,
and notably one of the most
controversial historians of
today, spoke on, "Worlds
of Work. East and West:
Consumption, Population,
and the Origins of Modern
Work Habits." The hourlong presentation stemmed
from Pomeranz's 2000 book
and winner of the Fairbanks
Prize, The Great Divergence:
China, Europe, and the Making
of the Modern World Economy,
and his previous research
on the interrelated nature
of the Industrial Revolution
and the development of the
global economy.
The large audience filling
the floor of the Bechtel Cen
ter was taken on a journey
that began with Pomeranz's
assertion that many dis
cussions focus on what is
commonly
recognizable,
while ignoring the fact that
we today, with all of our
accumulated technological
advancements, work harder
than our ancestors. Address
ing this paradox with the
idea of a gradual evolution
toward modernity, Pomeranz
continually presented a view
that throughout this process,
"China was no worse off than
the whole of Europe."
He then continued to
highlight the cause and ef-

POMERANZ see page 4
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Padfican
staff goes to Hollywood

Networking can help open doors into the professional world

I thought the journal
ism conference was a great
network forum. I hope that
the students from the Pacific
came away from this with
lots of ideas and excitement,"
said Hilton.
The job fair also gave staff
the opportunity to meet stu
dents from Texas and Colo,
as well as from Calif. After
meeting these students it was
clear that they share the some
of the same fears as students
here at Pacific. Number one
concern: not being able to
find a job post graduation.
Felix Doligoza, from the Uni
versity of Colorado in Boul
Photo courtesy of Keith O. Hilton
der,
graduated in May and is
Left to right: Mirella Reyes, CSU Northridge's Nancy Garcia, Silvia Urbina, Iris Villatoro and Pacific's Eliza
beth Vigil in Los Angeles last Thursday, Oct. 17.
still unemployed. Doligoza
says it has been tough to find
The Padfican
conference sponsored by the ton," said Navarrete.
a job straight out of college,
Calif. Chicano News Media
One thing you should though his resume lists variNot everything is work Association (CCNMA) and know when you attend a job ous internships in print mehere at The Pacifican. While the National Association of fair is to not expect to get a dia including one at Fortune
we are busy, meeting dead Black Journalists (NABJ).
job on the spot. That is the Magazine in New York.
lines, asking questions, writ
JOC's job fair offered main reason to go, but some
"It is very competitive in
ing stories and editing, we aspiring journalists the op times it is more important the professional world, no
also manage to escape for portunity to "network" with to talk to a recruiter and get matter what your major, at
the weekend. Even if it is to recruiters and representa their business card. Business
tending this event allowed us
work.
tives of different media cards are like gold when you the opportunity to network
On Thursday, Oct. 17, The organizations around the participate in these events.
and meet people who are in
Pacifican staff traveled to Los country. The New York Times,
Angeles for the 24th Annual The Boston Globe, the Public
Journalism
Opportunities Broadcasting System (PBS),
Conference (JOC). Business Channel One and even The
Bv Alex Wagner
fore guaranteed the right to
Manager Mirella Reyes, Record was present at JOC
A&E
editor
protest on campus, he still
Advertising Manager Reyna scoping out the talent.
told
them they would have
Navarrete and Managing Ed
"It was a great opportunity
Students
at
Pacific
were
to
remove
themselves to
itor Elizabeth Vigil traveled to network with professional
denied
their
right
to
exercise
Pershing
Avenue,
the street
with Padfican Advisor Dr. already in the industry and it
•
...
,
free
speech
on
campus
at
the
adjacent
to
the
university.
t
Keith Hilton to the three-day was fun getting out of Stock- Promise Keepers c£nvenlion
Alongside the non-student
earlier this month.
demonstrators for Promise
Students from the Pacific Keepers, the students carried
Democrats club and Pacific on their rally.
Gay-Straight Alliance gath
After hearing word of the
ered near Zuckerman field day's events, Vice President
equipped with homemade of Student Life Julie Sina
signs expressing discontent contacted Public Safety and
against the misogynistic and told them the students were
anti-gay values of the Prom within their rights.
ise Keepers Association.
Even as a private univer
Before completing even sity, the Constitution still ap
one trip down Stadium drive, plies," said Sina.
the students were stopped by
Mufti-Color S c r e e n ErinHnci
According to Chief of Pub
a Public Safety officer and or lic Safety, Bob Calloway, "the
dered to leave campus.
students were not forced to
"The officer informed us leave the campus." He went
Convenient location...
that we were on a private on to explain that any
.. wrongStudent discounts
campus
and
therefore
could
doing
by
public
safety
- ..
j could
Friendly service!
not protest here," said one of only have occurred because
the student protesters, soph of a misunderstanding.
omore Eddie Richardson.
Calloway said that on the
1439 N. El Dorado St., Stockton
After informing the Public day of the protest, Public
Corner of El Dorado & Stockton
Safety official that they were Safety handled all actions in
Ph 467-7500 Fax 467 0320
Pacific students and there- accordance to the universi
ty's Tiger Lore. Within the

the business," said \ i;
The professionals
more then willing tc
their advice with us. J
the many pearls of w
they offered, one w
not burn any bridges
never know who you
or co-worker will be
the road.
The whole weeker
not just work, work
In their down tirr e
JOC they managed
down to Hollywood
Boulevard and Rode
The Standard hotel v. ;
a great and different
rience. Its colorful
furniture and laid ba
mosphere were deb
nice change in scener*.
The Pacifican wou1.
to thank the Office i
Provost for financing ::
to the Journalism Opr :
ties Conference. The
ing experience it pr
is definitely not sorr
you learn in books or
classroom.

Protesters vs. Public Safe
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Lore's Free Speech
students are guarantee
right to: speak free I
express him or hersel:
that "no member of the
munity has the right
vent or disrupt an exer.
such rights."
Public Safety was r.
only "member of the
munity" to discount g
students' protest on
pus. Toward the end c:
demonstration, two 7
Marketing
represertt
approached the studer:
"They informed us
our actions were rnakr
university look bad.
Richardson.
Pacific Media Re..
Coordinator, Trent
does not recall this ment.
Despite the resistanc
by Richardson and the
student protestors, the
their demonstration
successful and are pk
to hear that Callowa
behalf of Public Safetv :
an apology.

ober 24,2002

alumni will
peak on Bush's
education plan

NEWS

education reform plan and
contains many new changes
'{ Writer
to America's schools.
It requires states to come
jsan Neuman is in high
up
with their own standards
iand here at Pacific. Dean
for
what a student should
i Nagle of the education
know
in the subjects of read
artment has been trying
ing
and
math.
et her to speak here since
When
these standards are
. of 2001. After countless
agreed
upon,
the student's
checks, she finally found
progress
must
be tested an
jpening in her schedule
nually,
the
tests
will then
let. 2002.
be
sorted
by
the
student's
lis evening, Neuman,
economic
situation,
etlmic
Assistant Secretary for
identification,
disabilities
aentary and Secondary
cation, will be speaking and English proficiency.
This is where the phrase
le Faye Spanos Concert
"no child is left behind"
le will be this year's comes in. When the reports
iker of the J. William come out, results will show
ris lecture of education, the achievement of each sec
subject will be President tion, making sure all children
l's "No Child Left Be- are represented.
With this information,
1" act.
assistant secretary, federal funds can be distrib
man serves as chief ad- uted to where it seems to be
r to the U.S. Secretary needed the most.
After reviewing all the
ducation. When she is
advising the secretary scores, the schools and dis
ill matters dealing with tricts will be publicly be
rentary and Secondary reported in state and district
cation, she is overseeing report cards.
If standards continue to not
Washington office, which
be met, the districts will suf
rides over $14 billion
fer consequences enforced by
L year for the nation's Kthe government. This plan is
pucation system.
the midst of all her also beneficial to parents.
With the public report
c, she still manages to
time to travel around the cards, parents can monitor
ltry to speak at various the progress that their child's
school is making.
>ols.
If they are not pleased with
euman started her caas an elementary school the results, they can transfer
ler and reading special- their child to another school
After receiving her doc- or can use federal education
te from our very own funds for services like tutor
fic, she began her life ing.
All this information can
very successful college
be
heard by Neuman herself
essor, teaching in schools
today
after speaking at two
i as Boston College, Unilocal
elementary
schools, she
ity of Michigan at Ann
at
the
Benard
Schoo"
arrives
ar and Yale University.
of
Education
at
4:30.
ie was also a board
There she will speak to
iber of the International
students
and faculty specifi
iing Association. She
cally
from
the school, before
sworn in as assistant
she
gives
her
open lecture at
itary in July of 2001.
7:30.
Le "No Child Left BeThe night will end with a
" act is a revision of the
small
reception at the Pres
mentary and Secondident's
Room in Anderson
Education" act in 1965.
Hall.
ed by Bush on Jan. 8,
, the law illustrates his
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nqelo Richards
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Engineering students competed in a homemade boat race competition last
Tuesday, Oct. 8 at Pacific's pool.

Pacific to Host Symposium
The Pacifican

Four music industry lead
ers will be appearing at the
next Pacific Music Business
Symposium slated for Satur
day, Nov. 9 from 10 a.m. to 5:
30 p.m. at the Conservatory's
Recital Hall. The morning
session will feature renowned
music industry mentor, Nadine Condon, presenting her
Common Sense Music Busi
ness" seminar.
After more than 20 years
as one of the premiere mar
keting gurus and publicists
with 14 platinum and gold
albums to her credit, she
now provides mentoring to
a variety of recording artists
such as Smashmouth, Me
lissa Etheridge and Stroke 9.
1IMITFP) WAY from naae

1

hopeful the number will
climb to 25 percent this year.
Pacific's
participation
is a small, but influential,
percentage of the $5 million
the San Joaquin United Way
plans to raise in its 2002-2003
calendar year. President and
CEO of the local branch
Andy Prokop said within
the past five years dona
tions have doubled and more
people have contributed.
"There are about 500,000
people in our community,
and we estimated that 20 per
cent give to the United Way,"
said Prokop. Unlike other
chapters across the country
all the money donated will
go directly toward the cause.
This is because local spon
sors, such as Alex Spanos

Dubbed the "Godmother of
Rock," Condon was named
one of the Top 100 Californians in the music business
by BAM Magazine in 1998.
Proceedings include a
panel featuring two distin
guished alumni of Pacific's
Music &
Entertainment
Management program, Gary
Miller (Class of 1990), Vice
President of Motion Picture
and TV Licensing for Uni
versal Music Group and John
Carmichael (Class of 1992),
an entertainment attorney
specializing in intellectual
property and talent represen
tation. Joining them on the
panel titled "Artist's Rights
in the Digital Age" will be
Brooke Wentz, founder of
The Rights Workshop, a

rights clearinghouse. Prior to
founding The Rights Work
shop, Wentz headed up the
music department for ESPN
networks after a stint as
Manager of A&R administra
tion for Arista Records.
Following
the
panel,
students will have the op
portunity to connect with
speakers and other industry
professionals for one-on-one
mentoring sessions to dis
cuss various entertainment
career options and industry
trends.
The event is being spon
sored by the Conservatory
of Music, Eberhardt School
of Business, Pacific's Career
Resource Center and ASUOP.

SYMPOSIUM see page 4

and Washington Mutual, for children. The Anderson
have paid the overhead cost Y, which is located adjacent
to the campus, is one of
of donations.
Chambers said last year's the benefited organizations.
campaign attracted both new Without local agencies like
these, Prokop said that many
and long-time contributors.
"About 200 contributed to people would not receive the
the campaign and about 60 help they need.
The campaign is geared
for the very first time," said
towards
faculty and staff
Chambers. "There are some
members,
but students can
people who are absolutely
also
donate
by contacting
zealous about it."
Chambers.
In addition, thirty faculty
With over 2000 local or
and staff members donated
ganizations
helping out,
above $500 each.
Prokop
said
that
$5 million
Chambers expects this
dollar
goal
is
a
realistic
num
drive to be just as successful
ber,
especially
when
people
as last year.
The money donated goes know the money will go back
towards various community to the community.
"We try to raise money to
organizations such as the
help
our neighbors," said
Women's Center, and after
school tutoring Ideations ' 'Pfokop.

NEWS
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POMERANZ from page 1

feet relationship created by
a change in patterns of work
and consumption through
out Europe and China.
This harbinger of moder
nity increased the speed with
which both ends of Eurasia,
still on equal terms, headed
toward the drastic change

of the Industrial Revolu
tion. The critical and final
step in defining the ultimate
divergence between Europe
and China was the limitation
and eventual accessibility to
natural resources. While Eu
rope was able to outsource to
the "New World," China was
increasingly looking toward
a developing interior and a
SYMPOSIUM from page 3
growing isolationist posi
The student-led Pacific Mu
tion.
sic Management Club is han
Pomeranz pondered the
dling production. Admission
possibility
that the Indus
is free to Pacific students,
trial Revolution and growth
faculty, staff and interested
of a global economy could
alumni. A networking lun
have a risen successfully
cheon will be hosted in the
at
any number of different
Regent's Dining Room as
places. Pomeranz extended
part of the symposium.
this inquiry by positing that
A schedule of the day's
while the above may be
events will be posted on the
valid, there also may have
Conservatory of Music's
been
a funneling of increas
web-site.
ingly
interdependent factors
For more information, con
that
propelled
one region
tact Professor Keith Hatschek,
past
another.
The
following
at (209) 946-2443 or via email
question
and
answer
period
at khatschek@uop.edu.
saw the Professor field many

questions, mainly from Pa
cific faculty, such as Kenneth
Abala's inquiry as to what
role "could have a competi
tive, European-like, atmo
sphere presumably played
in making history different,"
in terms of China turning
outward instead of inward.
Successfully evading posing
an alternate version of his
tory, Pomeranz presented the
idea that natural phenome
na, combined with economic
factors made the idea of ex
ploration and land-based de
velopment far less attractive
to China. In review of this
lecture and the importance of
Dr. Pomeranz's work, Profes
sor Greg Rohlf of the Pacific
History Department said,
"Ken Pomeranz is really try
ing to explain the history of
the modern age from a global
perspective. Specifically the
idea that the Industrial Revo
lution could have developed
independently anywhere in

the world." This departure
from the notion of "Europe
against the rest," in terms
of
development,
makes
Pomeranz's work a valuable

and interesting
continual exarr
causation behind
events.
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Class registration: My advice

scared
and
overwhelmed.
}y Valerie Seimas
I was unsure
5^ COO
Staff Writer
of everything
Kovlv Vcv (,er looe ScaCX^
being
Academic
advising and
/ I T \A\tev>
started last week, a time asked to pick
my
classes
(
V>1
for students to get together
exactly
one
PD p~
with their faculty advisors
and tackle the dreaded task week after I
of deciding what classes to walked across
the
football
/2L\Q^ m Qf&f
take once again.
field
in
cap
While I am not a senior
in the throws of apathy, and gown did
wishing quite quickly that not help any.
I could simply take Mentor I, the undecid
3 and finish college, I feel ed, was asking
just as anxious with this myself, "Isn't
there anyone
new task at hand.
What to take? What to who can just
take? I still have general tell me what to
education units to com take?"
Cartoon by Martin Crownover
College is
plete, requirements for
my major, electives for my supposed to be
take classes that I have no pure learning, they could
minor, and somewhere in fun. I am here to
be considered slightly
that mess I am supposed to learn, to discover, to expe- interest in simply because
valuable. But, I did it at
rience the different things the school says I must.
find time to take
While I slightly resent the expense of time.
those fun classes €#Vs a freshman with
I took Calculus II simply
this now, as a freshman,
like drawing and
because
I had taken math
no
direction,
no
that was really all I wantcreative writing.
ed.
Too
bad
I
hadn't
yet
every
year
for as long as
How am I sup major, and no clue, I
grasped
the
lesson
of
payI
could
remember.
I be
posed to do it
took lots of classes ing attention.
came
an
English
major.
all? It seems like
It takes a while to get Was it really of the utmost
that were of little
something
will
used
to this new system, importance that I know
have to give and
benefit to mef f
As a freshman with no di- how to do derivatives and
sadly, it will end
that the collegiate world rection, no major, and no integrals?
up being a draw
Especially when I foolhas to offer, but too often clue, I took lots of classes
ing class.
that
were
of
little
benefit
ishly
took another class
Enter Faculty Advi- it seems like I am stuffed
to
me.
Well,
in
the
name
of
from
that
same GE categosor. As a freshman, I was into this box, having to

m

-is

REGISTRATI0N see page 7

The truth about racism at Pacific
By Alicia Smith
Guest Writer

Imagine going to a party
on a Friday night and not
being able to get in because
of the color of your skin.
Try to contemplate the
emotions that you would
feel if you found a racial
slur posted on your dorm
room door.
Attempt
to fathom
what it would be like to
be placed in a stereotype
of "troublemaker" when
you have never even been
involved in a bad situation,
let alone created it.

Unfortunately
many
people on this earth have
felt and continue to feel
situations like these. In
fact every example just
cited has been something
that a person of ethnic
descent has faced just this
semester alone, on campus,
at Pacific.
As an African American
woman I have fallen victim
to racist thoughts and ac
tions. For example in the
fifth grade my Caucasian
Physical Education teacher
called me a "black bitch"
and when I was in the
third grade I was spit on
and called a "nigger" by
a truck full of Caucasian

-.
males. From
every angle~
I have been criticized and
belittled for my ethnicity.
Most recently some of
my close friends and I ex
perienced racism yet again
and SURPRISE! It was right
"smack dab" in the middle
of our Pacific student com
munity.
My friends and I (all of
African American descent
were trying to get into a
party at one of the frater
nities. When we realized
we couldn't get in, we just
decided to stand outside
of the frat house and con
verse.
One of us was talking to
her friend at the entrance
T

<3*4-17 and
anH out
ni
of the party
of
no where someone said
to our group, "get out of
here, you guys always start
trouble." First of all neither
my friends nor I have ever
started trouble at a party
on campus.
I realized that the boy
who said these words not
only made a hasty general
ization because of the color
of our skin but also that he
had accepted the racist ste
reotype that black people
are violent or always cause
trouble.
None of us knew this
individual yet he assumed

RACISM see page 7
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How will you vote this election?

Bv Alex Waaner
A&E editor

The Congressional elec
tions are fast approaching
and most Americans have yet
to realize their importance.
Where were the calls of dis
content and protest when the
Constitutional responsibility
to declare war was handed
over by Congress to the Pres
ident? Our representatives
have exercised their right to
speak on our behalf, but they
have failed to act for it.
Within these past two
years, Republicans in Con
gress have caused systemic
issues to completely sub
merge the needs of individu
als. This body has failed to
deliver a patient's bill of
rights as well as solve the
problem of prescription drug
coverage.
And worst of all, Congress

has allowed the perceptions
of one individual to over
power all others. Congress
has legitimized President
Bush's desire to use unilat
eral military action in Iraq.
Why has Congress allowed
the issues most important
and vital to the American
people to be ignored, and
why haven't we stood up for
ourselves?
Perhaps we have depend
ed too long on the govern
ment to dictate to us what
issues we should care about.
We have allowed politicians
to set the agenda for our
country.
According to Congress,
domestic issues such as eco
nomic reform, education and
welfare are not as important
to the American people as the
ambiguous war on terrorism
and governments abroad.
Is that true? When is the

Don't
sweat it!

Now at Kmart

K

The stuff of lif«

©200? Kmait# Corporation

O2002 Jfif ftfnffn

last time we told our repre
sentatives what matters are
most important to us?
The executive branch has
cast a shadow over Con
gress. The Republican repre
sentatives have enjoyed this
cover and the Democrats are
too scared to come out of the
darkness.
Since the September 11th
attacks, the members of gov
ernment are discouraged to
disagree with the president
for fear their patriotism will
be questioned. This fear has
chased away their memories
of the promises they made
to us.
The representatives we
elect into office become our
voice in government. We
give them the right to vote
in measures that affect our
daily lives.
They give power to the
judges that may someday

decide our fate in court and
they give life to bills that de
termine the rate of our taxes.
If we ignore the immensity of
their influence on our lives,
we will leave ourselves help
less.
This November, Ameri
cans need to remember the
failures of this past Congress
and look for alternative men
and women who will suc
cessfully represent our inter
ests in the next two years.
We need to embrace issues
that involve making our lives
better now, but that will also
improve them in the future.
We need to elect statesmen,
and representatives that will
remember when they cast
their vote to send the nation
to war, it is the American
people who will pay for that
vote with the lives of their
children.

The staff
Pacifican would /!f
make some clarifi*1regarding the articl
titled "PhilantKrop;
the rocks: a letter t
editor," inOctober 3
issue. This article sr
not have appeared
News section and s r
instead have a p p
alongside the editc r.
The article was
written by any rr of The Pacifican start
does not necessanflect our own vie*.
opimons.

In the future ii
Pacific student
problem with w h ^
published in The
fican we invite t h e please write a web
ten rebuttal and
publish it.
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EGISTRATION from page 5

y so the toil and strife of my
rst semester freshman year,
long with the pain of having
n 8 o'clock class, was com| iletely unnecessary.
There are some good and
ome not-so-good advisors
t this school. I still can't
?11 if the faculty member I
tad as my academic advisor
vas any good since I really
idn't take the time to ask
re questions that needed to
>e asked.
I guessed blindly, I chose
mdomly. I was a rash highcooler, quickly forgetting
tat I had to instead become
le suave college student. I
idn't realize that General
iducation was a blessing in
isguise, letting me explore
reas I would otherwise
tever have noticed.
Yet, this isn't always true,
br example, there exists the
ane of my existence, IIIC.
'his is the dreaded category
iat has only six classes in
Of course, all students
e afforded the option of
:ing two classes in the IIIA
itegory, but that's just what
ley want you to do.
Then, you're just playing
i

UNIVERSITY OFTHE PACIFIC

into the school's master plan.
I refuse to yield... or, it could
just be that that category
is the lab science one and I
have enough trouble focus
ing a microscope that I run
away from it in mortal fear.
But that's irrelevant ... or
maybe it isn't.
Picking classes is enough
to stress out even the most
levelheaded person.
Just
get Mr. Cool to sit down
and write a four-year plan,
with all of its hidden, latent
decisions, and you'll see him
melt sooner then you can say
the word "Mentor."
But the things to remem
ber is that you are not alone.
There are friends, parents,
teachers, and faculty advi
sors who make the time to
work with you, to discuss
your options.
With academic advising
upon us, discover what you
like, discover what you hate,
but above all else, be open
to new things and ask for
advice. It's a big decision to
make on your own. Discover
your inner Picasso, and your
own IIIC. Each has its own
valuable lessons and what
EBERHARDT SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

PACIFIC MBA §

RACISM from page 5
that we were going to cause a student government offices
were defaced.
problem based on ethnicity.
Students across the coun
He didn't say anything to
try
are receiving racist ethe other people standing
mails.
For example Hispanic
around literally pushing to
and
African
American stu
get into the party. He just
saw color and his ignorance dents at Lincoln University
(a traditionally black college)
spilled out of his mouth.
In a dorm on campus a and Penn State University
"welcoming" letter that had received hundreds of them.
many inappropriate racial Within the e-mails along
connotations
on it greeted
an
African
'fat Pacific acts of
American
racism, as stated above,
student on her
door one eve do in fact occur and sadly
ning.
What
will continue until they
an accepting
are acknowledged and
thing to come
home to.
transformecftf
If you are
surprised, you
with many racial epithets
haven't been
paying attention. Racist acts there were statements such
on college campuses such as as "you don't belong here"
these Pacific examples are and "watch your back."
sadly abundant across the
At Auburn University in
Auburn, Alabama two fra
country.
At Oregon State University ternities, Delta Sigma Phi
more than 1500 faculty, staff and Beta Theta Pi were sus
and students facilitated a pended after they depicted
daylong boycott of the school African Americans in a
after a student shouted racial demeaning manner at a Hal
slurs at a group of black loween party. The students
students and attempted to painted their faces black
and dressed themselves like
urinate on one of them.
In addition pictures of the stereotypical "thug" that
African American students many black individuals are
that were running for OSU placed in.

The Fast Track
- One Year Accelerated Program
- Merit Based Financial Aid Available from Day one
- Overseas Study Opportunity: Global Perspective
- Joint Programs-Peace Corps, Pharmacy & Law
- Small Interactive Classes (Avg. Class Size: 15)
- Innovative Specializations

m

How will
you score?
Take a FREE practice test and find out!

- Extensive Career Development

Saturday, November 2
INFORMATION SESSION

-a*

a;*

Wednesday, October 16,2002
6 p . m . - 7 p . m . , W e b e r Ha ll 1 1 2
R.S.V.P. at (209) 946-2629 or
E-mail mba@uop.edu

MCAT 9am - 12pm
GRE 11am - 2pm
NCLEX 9:30am • 10:30am
DAT 1pm-4pm
GMAT 10am- 1pm
LSAT 1pm-4pm
TOEFL 2pm-5pm

University of the Pacific
Call l-800-KAP-TEST to reseve your seat today!

Ik
Test prep, admissions ami guidance. For life.
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Some of the students put
ropes around their necks and
had guns placed toward their
temples by other surround
ing students. Other fraternity
members chose to comple
ment their "blackface" with
coveralls and pretended to
pick cotton.
Unfortunately the list
goes on and on. You type in
the words "college racism"
in any search engine on the
Internet and you receive
hundreds upon hundreds of
matches.
Although it is unfortunate
to have these stories the fact
that people are showing the
world that racism still is a
problem is something that is
essential in fixing it.
At Pacific acts of racism, as
stated above, do in fact occur
and sadly will continue until
they are acknowledged and
transformed. To deny these
instances is harboring the
problem.
Changing your own racist
tendencies is an enormous
step. To evoke change in
ternally helps initiate change
externally.
Since the reconstruction
of slavery a lot has been ac
complished. Many people
have changed their views
and have become a catalyst
for change. However we
need to stop covering the fact
that people are still racist in
our society after all of these
years.
Making it seem as though
there is no problem is a tem
porary fix. It's like make-up.
You may look good after you
put it on but the "real deal"
is still beneath the concealer,
lipstick and blush.
As a whole (including
Pacific) our world needs to
recognize that racism is still
a very real, very abundant
problem. We need to realize
that it is not just a black and
white issue.
Everyone needs to look
within him or herself and
realize that skin comes in
different colors but inside we
truly are all the same.
Although on the outside
it looks as though we have
bridged the gap between the
races there is still a long way
to go before the bridge will
be strong enough for all to
walk over hand in hand.
S
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OPINION

Trick-or-Treat? Get with the game pla*
Get your competitive edge back. Play

volved in Pacific's Intramural
Sports
Program. I was hesi
Cuest writer
tant at first in getting used
When entering the Uni to playing the various sports
versity of the Pacific, I con the intramural program had
sidered myself a student to offer but I also loved it
athlete. I was a member of at the same time because it
brought
Pacific Men's
answer
out
the
Swim team and
spent most of SOOI1 C3.IY1G to IT1G... drive and
my first semes become involved in competi
tor at Pacific in n ..... .
, tiveness in
the pool After P a c i f l c s Intramural m e
a year of strenu- Sports Program^* Pacific's
Intramu
ous workouts
and stiff competition I real ral Program offers a variety
ized that it was time to give of sports from inner-tube wa
up the sport that I once loved ter polo to miniature golf.
If you are on the more com
and start living the life of a
regular college student fo petitive side of sports well,
cused on receiving a degree you're in luck because Intra
and trying to have as much mural five on five basketball
as well as Intramural indoor
fun while doing it.
After a couple of weeks soccer provides Pacific stu
of partying and attending dents a chance to compete at
some classes, I realized that various skill levels and have
the competitive side within fun while doing it.
Not only does intramural
needed to come out. I knew
that I was a decent athlete sports offer you a chance to
and I was willing to partici compete in many sports it
also gives you a chance to
pate in almost any sport.
The answer soon came to interact with other Pacific
me, which was to become in- students.

By Mike Feeney

Courtesy of Associated Press

These kids are enjoying the free candy! So should we!

By Allie Wager

Cuest Writer
So, it's the cool thing,
now that we're in college, to
not go out, dress up, make
fools of our selves, and have
a great time trick-or-treating. But it is cool to go out,
dress up, and make fools of
our selves at a party all the
while getting a beer belly
rather than scarfing your
favorite candy bar.
Why is it "cool" to dress
up for parties with themes
every month, but not once
a year on a certain day?
People wrap themselves
up in sheets for toga parties
and cake on make-up, but
never on Halloween.
And if college is a time
to rebel, break the rules,
and feel free to do and act
as you please... go against
what everyone else expects
you to do. Be crazy, be origi
nal, be unique!
If you think about it, it
won't be too long before
we're actually going to have
to work, and by then we'll
be too busy to enjoy this
tradition. It's not like you
can ditch work to go candy
hunting anymore once you
graduate.
Remember when you
were a kid and you would
give anything to be your
favorite sports star, super
hero, or cartoon on Hal
loween?
Or when you would
want to go trick-or-treating
all night long even if your
feet were blistered or your
nose was frost bitten?
Remember sorting candy
at the end of the night, and
trading with your friends,
but secretly finding ways to

screw them over some how,
so that you get the fireballs
and they get the tootsie
rolls?
Remember way back to
those times... now how far
back was that? If it was
not too long ago, don't be
embarrassed; be ashamed
if you stopped when you
were in the fourth grade!
The way I look at it is,
if you're never too old for
presents, then you're never
too old to dress up and go
trick-or-treating.
By now we should all
recognize that Santa Claus
has a strong resemblance
to Mom. I was in the third
grade when I found out that
Santa was an excuse for my
parents to give me more
presents.
Did it suck to find out?
Yeah. Was I devastated?
Heck no! Why? "Santa
Claus" still visits my older
brother and I every Christ
mas Eve and continues to
give us candy in our stock
ings. And as long as I'm
able to receive from Santa,
I will gratefully take what
he gives.
Likewise with Hallow
een. As long as people are
willing to give, I will grate
fully accept! Why pass up a
present? And must I remind
all you college students that
it's free food! Call me crazy
for taking handouts.
Go all out this October
31st. Try wrapping yourself
in tin foil and going as a left
over or sticking post-its all
over your body and going
as a message board.
Dressing up doesn't have
to be expensive and the
experience you'll have will
last a lifetime.

Pacific senior
Lukesh has been F
ing in intramu r:
since his freshman
•
intramural prograrri
Pacific not only ott®
levels of competii
also allows me to
in a variety of sports "9
friends."
If you're one of thM
dents out there w
playing sports b u t
you're not good
don't have enough
participate, don't wor
most every intramun
offers Pacific studen
faculty a chance to
pate at various s k i '1 I c
The intramural pr *
also convenient!v «
most events take v
t
class hours a n d m — I
are only scheduled t >
pate once a week- - :
are one of those s:
i
campus who was ui
athlete or have n
talents what so e\ c r_
the couch, drop \ c - or beers and get in . cs
Pacific intramural - n a

Coming Attractions! Intramural leagues: volleyball, bowling, and dart

Racine male students enjoy a fun and competitive intramural flag football game in tfu/suTsh "~V
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ENTERTAINMENT

"harlie Hunter knows the meaning of jazz
Another component of
the Associate Director of The
his uniqueness is his ability
Brubeck Institute.
According to Charlasch, to bring in additions to each
Hunter is a unique, innova record. In Hunter's most
tive jazz musician who will recent album, which was re
bring a rich mixture of music leased on September 25, 2001
to the university. He says, and titled Songs From The
"Charlie Hunter is definitely Analog Playground, Hunter
a jazz player, but he's also incorporates vocals for the
very eclectic, bringing ele first time in his album. These
ments of rock, funk, R&B, vocalists include New Or
and a little New Orleans leans jazz-funk Galactic band
member Theryl de Clouet,
groove into his sound."
Part of Hunter's inventive rapper Mos Def, Blue Note
approach to jazz is attributed recording artist Kurt Elling,
to his ability to play on an and newcomer Nora Jones.
At a university with such
eight-string instrument that
can play both guitar and bass a strong music program,
Courtesy of CharlieHunter.com
concurrently. This instrument there are many interested
Dwned jazz musician Charlie Hunter will lift our spirits this Saturday.
includes six strings derived students who want a music
from a standard guitar and performance career. Hunter
Hall at 7:30 p.m. as the first
two strings obtained from a recognizes this fact and gives
performer in the Jazz and
bass guitar. Despite Hunter's advice to those students who
World Music Series.
long ownership of the musi might want to pursue this
"Steve Anderson, Dean of
llong with Pacific shi
cal instrument, he still finds type of a future.
fts and faculty, the Stock- the Conservatory, wanted to playing it challenging and a
"You have to realize it's
community will receive take the series in an adven skill that needs further culti uphill because it is not re
Ince in a lifetime oppor- turous direction in order to vation.
warding early in life in our
ity on Saturday October set high artistic standards,
"I'm still developing it. society," said Hunter. "You
I Renowned jazz musician get the community excited, I've been doing it for ten have to take solace in the
irlie Hunter is set to per- and attract young people," years. The skill is still evolv artistic and spiritual wealth
n at Faye Spanos Concert says Mike Charlasch, who is ing," says Hunter.
it brings. You're always

working and you never re
ally have a vacation, but
eventually, it's going to be
rewarding."
In light of his advice to
others, Hunter continues to
strive to bring quality music
to his fans. For those inter
ested in hearing new devel
opments in his music, a new
album is in the making and is
set to hit stores in March.
Tickets to Saturday night's
concert are available at the
box office or by calling 209946-2UOP. The tickets range
from $20 to $15, but are
half-price for Pacific students
and senior citizens. For more
information, please visit ww
w.brubeckinstitute.org.

Elephant wins my love
nproving the
dtory about the greatest elephant
•mance in novels True
By Golden Vansont

l\ollie Jones

when their mother suddenly
becomes ill. More than any
est Writer
thing she dreams of having
/hat has happened to all grandchildren so the broth
trashy romance novels? ers make a decision.
They flip a coin to see what
eems that today everyig out there is a self-im- brother has to find a wife and
•vement book or a feel have children to make their
mother's dying wish come
•d book for the soul.
1elly Rippa (host of Live) true. Little does the losing
(id a great story for her brother know he will end
book of the "Reading up falling in love with a
r Rippa" book club. It girl. The story continues by
all the conflict and con- throwing out more obstacles
on to keep you reading for the couple along the way.
I will not ruin the ending
|e after page, unable to
because the book is a great
it down.
Irhe Bachelor" by Carley find and everyone should
lips had me intrigued read it. Look for the book
the beginning. Set in covered in colorful kisses in
I nail town in the upper a bookstore near you. Carley
l:h east of the United Phillips book is a relaxing
es, it is a story about love and fun read that will keep
you engaged.
•i a little twist,
"The Bachelor" gets 5 out
lhree brothers are enjoyof
5 bookmarks from me!
• their successful careers

Staff Writer

Looking for a good book to
read in your free time? As
suming of course, that you
have free time. For many of
the students here at Pacific,
leisure tends to be a precious
commodity.
Nonetheless,
I would like to recommend
to you a book that is well
worth your time and may
just change your life. Skepti
cal? Well get ready to doubt
me even more. This book is
about an elephant.
"Modoc: the True Story of
the Greatest Elephant that
Ever Lived," by Ralph Heif
er, is a truly touching and
inspirational epic if you will,
that chronicles the lives of a
boy and his best friend who
happens to be a giant African
elephant.
The tale spans seven de

cades, an ocean, and three
continents as Ralph Heifer
takes you on a physical
and metaphysical journey
through the experiences of
our unlikely duo. Modoc and
Bram are born on the same
night in a sleepy Black For
est village. On his deathbed,
Bram's father councils him
to take care of Modoc. From
this point, a tale unfolds that
includes every element of the
human experience from joy
to passion to grief.
The two are inseparable
and share an incredible per
son to pachyderm bond that
will probably surprise you.
This book is an amazing
example of the love that can
occur between an animal and
a human. The intertwined
lives of man and elephant
form the heart of the book.
Any one who owns an ani
mal is familiar with the at

tachment that can be formed
with a pet. Magnify that by
one hundred and you will
understand the exceptional
bond shared by Bram and
Modoc.
This story will alter your
perception on the relation
ships between man and the
animal kingdom. Elephants
become wonderfully intel
ligent and caring creatures in
the mind of the reader.
Told with heart-tugging
warmth, that granted at
times slips into Disney mode,
it feels credible nonetheless.
I guarantee that this book
will touch you, and anyone
should and will love this
captivating tale of love and
friendship.
So check it out. Or better
yet, buy it, because I know
that you will love it and
want to read it over and over
again.

Th£F
Page 10

Thrills are missing in "The Red Dragon
By Beau Davies

Staff Writer

Anthony Hopkins swings
and misses with "The Red
Dragon." In his third at
tempt playing the role of
Hannibal Lecter, Anthony
Hopkins pairs up with box
office draw Ed Norton in this
new horror hoping to carry
on the Hannibal legacy.
A great cast, however, is
not everything. Despite the
success Hannibal Lecter has
had in the past in scaring
the day lights out of the audience, for some reason, the
third time was not as fright
ening.
After the ending in "Han
nibal," what could they
possibly surprise us with?
Besides lack of originality,
how many pre-quels have
you seen that weren't tired
and boring. I could name
one; "Star Wars."
"It was the same old stuff,"
said Pacific student Blake
Burnam. But, you cannot
blame these short comings
ign atu re Theatres
HOLIDAY CINEMA 8
6262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 955-5680
FRI-THURS (10/18-10/24) FOR ALL
THE RING - PG-13-**NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: 10:45, 1:30, 4:15) 7:00, 9:45
MON-THURS: (1:30, 4:15) 7:00, 9:45
FORMULA 51 - R- "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (12:00, 2:15, 4:35) 7:25, 9:55
MON-THURS: (2:15, 4:35) 7:25, 9:55
THE TRANSPORTER-PG-13-"NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:40, 2:05, 4:25,) 7:15, 9:40
MON-THURS: (2:05, 4:25) 7:15, 9:40
WHITE OLEANDER-PG-13-"NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:00, 1:45, 4:30,) 7:10, 9:50
MON-THURS: (1:45, 4:30) 7:10, 9:50
RED DRAGON-RFRI-SUN: (11:15, 2:00, 4:45) 7:30, 10:15
MON-THURS: (2:00, 4:45) 7:30,10:15
SWEET HOME ALABAMA-PG-13FRI-SUN: (11:30, 1:50, 4:10) 7:05, 9:30
MON-THRUS: (1:50, 4:10) 7:05, 9:30
THE TUXEDO-PG-13FRI-SUN: (11:10, 1:40, 4:00) 6:45, 9:10
MON-THURS: (1:40, 4:00,) 6:45, 9:10
BARBERSHOP-PG-13
FRI-SUN: (11:50,2:20, 4:50) 7:35, 10:00
^ MON-THURS: (2:20, 4:50) 7:35, 10:00

FESTIVAL CINEMAS
6436 PACIFIC AVE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 951-2163

ABANDON- PG13 "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (11:50,2:25,5:00) 7:35,10:00
SUN: (11:50,2:25,5:00) 7:50
MON-THURS: (2:40,5:15) 7:50
BROWN SUGAR- PG13 "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (12:00,2:45,5:15) 7:45,10:15
SUN: (12:00,2:45,5:15) 8:00
MON-THURS: (2:45,5:20) 8:00
TUCK EVERLASTING- PG "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (11:45,2:10,4:30) 7:00,9:30
SUN: (11:45,2:10.4:30) 7:15
MON-THURS: (2:25,4:45) 7:15
KNOCKAROUND GUYS- R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SAT: (12:15,2:35,4:50) 7:15,9:45
SUN: (12:15,2:35,4:50) 7:30
MON-THURS: (2:50,5:05) 7:30
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pointing role £}§
on the cast. In fact, the
Norton's superior
cast should be given
who understands
all of the credit for the
his
pain, but des
success the movie is
perately
needs his
having in the theaters
help.
right now.
Of course, Hop
The main character,
kins
plays his role
William Graham, is
as
Hannibal
Lect
played by Norton who
er,
but
this
time
it
is never a bad choice,
was
more
like
a
I don't think that the
Lecter
impression
man knows how to act
rather than Lecter
badly.
himself.
Norton plays the
The real blame
hero cop that uses his
for
the movie's
special
gift of seeing
,
poor
quality
through the eyes of the
should
be
placed
killer, to save the day.
on
the
director,
A great performance
Brett Ratner.
was given by actress
If you are going
Emily Watson, who
to
have a movie
plays a blind photo-lab
based
on an FBI
technician who finds
investigation,
it is
herself falling in love
probably
a
good
with a mass murderer,
idea to show
Ralph Fiennes does
the audience the
an excellent job play
com
conrri
agents
working
ing the sick and twist The Red Dragon" movie poster portrays its horror.
for
their
clues.
ed serial killer battling
only two who gave soft per
Instead, every
his inner-demons.
major development in the
Both Harvey Keitel and formances.
Keitel plays a disap investigation comes from an
Anthony Hopkins are the

irtcf cm
instantaneous
conveniently n

The second
made by Ratnef ls
development OI. 3
velopment of ^
Is the audience s at
just understand Tindividual is
T
slaughtering fa17'" :
Understand!n
is doing what r~
puts the "thrill
Instead, we just
his sick and twisti
without knowing i
doing them.
Finally, Ratrurfi
mistake was t r
off of the succe- of the Lambs,"
not work for an®
deserve.
Despite thes<_ings, the movie ci
occasional scart
moments of su s px
a great cast, b u t 1
ativity, "The
did not delivt
had hoped for.
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Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
100% Pacific Coast Ground Fresh
Chuck The livestock is fed the
purest natural feeds, without the
use of hormones or antibiotics.
Experience the taste!

AN EVENING WITH
EICHT-ftWNC CUITXWJT

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Carved from the Bone

House Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

WWW^

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

"HVNTER HAS COT THE GROOVE.
— DOWN SCAT

BIT

Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea

Pacific Conservatory of Music
and The Brubeck Institute

All served with cole slaw

Faye Spanos Concert Hall
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton

Fish-N-Chips
Oystcrs-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich

Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Fresh Lemonade

$20 & $15 (half-price students & seniors)
Call 209-946-2UOP for advance tickets

Serving all natural beef & pork
Apple Smoked Bacon, Hot
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

^^TM^flM^Xxovei^^dastrrCan^

Visit www.brubeckinslitute.org for info
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Dating advice for all
It Li poddible to date in Stockton
y Golden Vansant

stead, it can be a great way
to get to know someone
Staff W r i t e r
new. Now the question is:
If you have watched tele What can you do on a date in
vision at all in the past year, Stockton?
>» ten you have probably seen There are many options
dating show. In our post so get creative. Sure, it may
Hi 1/11 society they are every be just fine to sit around in
lies?
where. From "The Bachelor" someone's room and talk,
md "Tail Daters" to "The but it gets old. Get out and
:ifth Wheel," the American
explore the town!
One suggestion is for those
people have become obessed with the pursuit of on a limited budget, start out
with a picnic in the park or
ove.
All of this is completely on one of Pacific's beautiful
inderstandable.
No one lawns.
Guys, this old fashioned
vants to be lonely, and since
>ur world is becoming a idea will win major brownie
nore frightening place to points with your girl. Next,
ive, it makes perfect sense you can take a walk to
tat this fixation on dating is Tiger's Yogurt and have a
cone, which will set you back
o prevalent.
This is not to say that the about a dollar and a half.
Or for the Romeo with
nly purpose of dating is to
ind a boy/girl friend. In- a little more spare change,

M

head over to one of Stock
ton's fine restaurants.
A few to consider are The
Old Spaghetti Factory, The
Garlic Brothers on the ma
rina, or for the adventurous,
try some sushi at Shomi's in
Lincoln Center.
Next, head over to Golf
Land and play some arcade
games or a round of minia
ture golf.
Do not take your etiquette
cues from those shows that
portray couples hooking up
on the first date.
This is acceptable on tele
vision, but your date might
not appreciate it. Guys, be
charming and respectful and
your date will swoon over
you. Plus, your chances of
getting another date will
multiply. Good luck, and
happy dating!

"Brown Sugar

By David Bunts

halfway into the film, leaving
an hour or so for Sidney and
Dre to wreck the bonds of
marriage.
Dre's marriage starts to fall
apart along with his career,
when he is forced to work
with a ludicrous "crossover"
rap act represented by his
wife, instead of the under
ground rapper played by
rapper Mos Def.
Sidney tries to escape her
feelings for Dre by getting
into relations with Kelby, an
NBA hunk (Boris Kodjoe).
That does not work out as
Sidney and Dre were meant
for each other, and the end
ing is a foregone conclusion.
"Brown Sugar" is a de
lightful film that, although
comedic, still manages to
strike a cord with its audi
ence. This film does have
some strong language, but I
still think it will be an enjoy
able movie for all to see. I es
pecially think people should
see this film because if you
think you should be with
that special someone, then
this is the movie for you.
"Brown Sugar" Baby!!!

Guest Writer

If you think "Brown Sug
ar" is some sappy chick flick
you are wrong.
Director Rick Famuyiwa
("The Wood") and his cowriter, Michael Elliot, have
a movie that may be funnier
than "My Best Friend's Wed
ding" and as heart warming
as "Love & Basketball," two
films with similar story lines.
"Brown Sugar" is a de
lightful love story set in the
world of hip-hop. Dre (Taye
Diggs) is a hot music execu
tive in New York's "urban
scene," and his "homegirl"
Sidney (Sanna Lathan) is
the editor of an urban music
magazine.
The entire film is linked
to the one moment in their
lives when, as children,
they discovered and fell in
love with the art of hip hop.
People should not expect an
urban re-make of "My Best
Friend's Wedding." How
ever, you will be surprised
when Dre and Reese (Nicole
Parker) tie the knot less than
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ENHANCE YOUR CAREER POTENTIAL
APPLY NOW

December graduates:
Call today for Spring
admission information!
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• Merit Based Financial Aid
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• Overseas Study Opportunity:
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• Joint Programs-Peace Corps,
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Musical opens on a high note
wright Arthur Miller's
eighty-seventh birthday,
which was last Thursday.
Miller's play, presented
at DeMarcus Brown Stu
dio Theatre, tells a story
revealing the dark side of
the American family and
the issue of illegal immi
gration.
As the production be
gins, the audience is in
troduced to the Carbone
family. The protagonist
is Eddie Carbone (Dustin
Herboldshimer), who is
the patriarch of the family
work*n8 hard as a long
Ladd
Courtesy of Nancy
shore man to support his
Postcard advertisement done by
family.
Nancy Ladd.
His wife Beatrice (Leah
By Paula Krueqer
Wellisch) portrays the tra
Staff Writer
ditional wife staying at home
to cook and clean the house.
Unlike most plays, the Both of them raise their niece
beginning of Friday night's Catherine (Heather Dooley),
performance of "A View who is eighteen and trying
From The Bridge" had the to find her place in the adult
audience engaging in song. world.
Director Gary Armagnac
Eddie, however, is not a
encouraged the audience to typical uncle as he is very
stand up and sing "Happy protective of Catherine. At
Birthday" in honor of play

first, it seems similar to any
protection a father would ex
ercise on his own daughter.
This is exemplified when he
objects to her going out in the
real world to work.
But, when the family takes
in two Italian illegal immi
grants, Marco (Matt Candito)
and Rodolpho (Zach Kovall),
his relationship with his
niece is quite disturbed.
When Catherine and Ro
dolpho start to fall in love
and spend more time with
each other, Eddie becomes
obsessed over losing her and
goes to extreme measures to
prevent them from marrying
each other. In his first at
tempt, Eddie tells Catherine
that Rodolpho wants to mar
ry her only because he wants
to become a citizen.
Eddie tries to brain wash
Catherine to avoid losing
her. But on the contrary,
Rodolpho makes it clear to
Catherine that this is not
true. Eddie, though, is persis
tant in keeping them apart.
He visits his lawyer Alfieri
®
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(Casey Kooyman) and tries
to find a way to have Rodol
pho leave his home. Alfieri
advises Eddie to let this go
and realize that Catherine
is becoming an adult. Ed
die refuses this advice and
performs the only action that
will grant him success.
Eddie calls the immigra
tion police and has Marco
and Rodolpho arrested.
Rodolpho is able to go free
because of his planned mar
riage to Catherine. Marco,
on the other hand, will have
to leave the country after his
hearing is conducted, which
is in a couple of weeks.
Alfieri posts bail on only
the condition that Marco
does not try to fight or harm
Eddie. This leads to the end
dramatic conclusion of the
play, which will not be re
vealed for those interested in
seeing it.
The
play
continues
throughout this weekend.
Visit the box office or call
209-946-2UOP for times and
ticket purchases.
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Ry Mntthfiw Feenev
Cuest Writer

10) T h r o
ers t i l l
wee hou
the ni
9) Take
the dru

8) Have yoi
signi-pcarr
other sleep c
every

7) Invite lac
weirdos o v t
to party
6) Play court
music 2-

5) Never d c
your laundr
4) Bathe
other wee h
3) Soil your b
every night
2) Pass gas
freely
Photo by Stuart Krengel

G. Love (left) on the guitar and Special Sauce (right) on
the bass, one of the many acts that performed at Home
coming thanks to ASUOP.

I) Walk arour
nude
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son.
The next game was against
taff Writer
Saint Louis University and
resulted in the break of the
ield Hockey
11 game losing streak the
The Tigers started out the Tigers had been facing. Early
iree game weekend with in the game, Fiorina, with a
loss 3-1 to Yale on Friday, pass from senior Nicolette
ropping to 1-11 on the sea- Wiegand, scored early in the
game at the 2:42 mark.
It only took her ten min
utes later for Fiorina's sec
ond goal to enter the goal.
With the large lead, the
Tigers were able to hold off
the Saint Louis offense and
collected their first shutout
of the season.
The second game against
Saint Louis was once again a
victory for the Tigers as they
had their second shutout
game of the season, 1-0.
Junior Cameron Kato
was the hero on Monday, as
she scored her first goal of
Photo by Stuart Krengel
the season and nabbed her
laxime Lacroix brings home the
fourth defensive save of the
Bin for Pacific tennis.
year to save the Tiger victory.

y Mercv Au-Yeuno

Kato's goal came on a pen
alty corner play as she got
the ball through the Billiken
goalie Julie Moeckel.
Pacific improves to 3-11
on the season and 2-3 in the
NorPac conference.
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The week
in review

Baseball

The Pacific Baseball team
defeated its alumni 5-3 in the
annual alumni game on Sat
urday, Oct.19, at Billy Hebert
Field.
The alumni team jumped
out to an early 2-0 lead after
Men's Tennis
two innings. In the third in
Despite having one player
ning, the current Pacific team
in each of three finals at
scored three runs, and never
the 2002 Pacific Tiger Invi
relinquished the lead. Senior
tational on Sunday, Oct.
Jason Godkin (San Leandro,
20, the Pacific Tigers men's
CA) pitched the first three in
tennis team had to settle for
nings for the current Tigers.
only one champion as senior
After the game, the alumni
Maxime Lacroix defeated
and current players hosted a
Romain Lachens (St. Mary's) barbeque for all participants
6-1, 6-2 to claim the Flight B
and fans.
championship for Pacific.
In the remaining two sin Swimming
gles championship matches,
MANOA, HAW - The Pa
senior Vincent Kubler fell cific Tiger swim squads split
in straight set to Greg Lee a dual meet with Hawai'i on
(UC Davis) 5-7, 6-7(2) and Friday, Oct. 18 as the men's
in Flight C, freshman Garrett team fell 195-92 and the
Wyatt fell to Saint Mary's J. J. women's team won 171-113.
The loss drops the men to 0Whittlinger 6-4, 6-3.
2, while the victory improves

Findout what might happen thio week in the NFL
Atlanta @ New Orleans

New Orleans: The Saints are quickly be
ginning to look like one of the better teams
in the NFC. I don't think the Falcons can
really hang even with a healthy Vick.

Cleveland @ NY Jets

Washington: The Colts defense looks
soft, really soft. Look for Stephen Davis
to have a big day against the Colts.

Oakland @ Kansas City

Chicago @ Minnesota

Seattle @ Dallas

65-37

Denver: New England can't run the
ball. They need to balance the offense to
start winning again. Denver's defense
looks solid and the offense is coming
around. Welcome back Shannon Sharpe.

Cleveland: I'm not sold on the Jets still.
Cleveland looks like they are on the rise
still now that they are getting Tim Couch
healthy again. Curtis Martin is looking
better finally.

Oakland: The Raiders can't lose three in
a row, can they? The Chiefs are the best
team below .500 in the league, congratula
tions I guess. Gannon should tear KC up.

Week 8
predictions
Record:

Denver @ New England

Seattle: Dallas is going to put in a new
QB this week. That will not help their
offense. My only hope is that Dallas not
only loses, but that Emmitt Smith is se
verely injured and cannot break Walter
Payton's record.

Tennessee @ Cincinnati

Tennessee: The Bengals haven't won
yet, why start now?

Indianapolis @ Washington

Chicago: The Vikings are looking
worse as time goes on. The Bears need to
bounce back in a big way, they should do
it against Minnesota.

Detroit @ Buffalo

Buffalo: Detroit is starting to look better,
but Buffalo is a solid team. I don't think
they will be able to handle the Buffalo of
fense.

the women's record to 1-1 on
the season.
For the men's team, senior
Matt Smart (Stockton, Calif.)
collected the only victory as
he won the 200 Free with a
time of 1:42.05.
The women's team took 10
of 16 events from Hawai'i as
seven different Tigers won
eight individual events. Ju
nior Robin Errecart (Stock
ton, Calif.) was the only Tiger
to win two events as she won
the 200 Fly with a time of 2:
03.36 and the 500 Free with a
time of 5:04.85.

Golf

FAIRFAX, Calif. - The Pa
cific Tigers men's golf team
finished 14th out of 17 teams
at the Alister MacKenzie
Invitational on Monday and
Tuesday, Oct. 14 and 15.
Senior Ben Scribner led
the Tigers with a three round
score of 218, tying for 31st
individually.

By Ryan Andress

Staff Writer

the Steel Curtain will hold Jamal Lewis to
mediocre game at best.

Tampa Bay @ Carolina

Tampa Bay: The Bucs are looking solid
again even though the Eagles beat them.
Carolina is garbage with Weinke at QB.
Carolina might score in this game.

Arizona @ San Francisco

San Francisco: The 49ers will come out
with fire after the Saints game. The Car
dinals better pray if they want to beat the
Niners at home.

Houston @ Jacksonville

Jacksonville: I don't see Houston beating the Jags this week even though they
lost to Baltimore last week. David Carr is
looking alright for a rookie on an expan
sion team.

NY Giants @ Philadelphia

Philadelphia: The Eagles beat Tampa
Bay for a solid victory last week. If their
defense plays like they did last week, the
Pittsburgh @ Baltimore
Giants will get torn apart by the Eagles.
Pittsburgh: The Steelers are starting to Kerry Collins can't make mistakes if the
play finally and Baltimore doesn't inspire Giants want to win.
me with a great deal of confidence. I think
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21% OF PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN DETECT THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HOW EACH NOSTRIL PERCEIVES SMELL.

AMERICANS EAT APPROXIMATELY
350 SLICES OF PIZZA PER SECOND,

y- 1

c

7 OUT OF 100 AMERICANS HAVE
FLOSSED THEIR TEETH WITH THEIR HAIR.

MEN BURP 4,7 TIMES PER DAY
WHILE WOMEN BURP 2.1 TIMES PER DAY
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ater polo wins back-to-back contests

\aW Feenev
Iff Writer

iter
dropping
their
ious five matches, the
lific Tigers men's water
team looked to get back
leir winning ways as they
ited UC Santa Barbara on
irday, October 19, and
ig Beach State on Sunday,
[ober 20.
Currently standing at 1-2
|Mountain Pacific Sports
leration play, the Tigers

were definitely focused on
improving their conference
record as they hosted UC
Santa Barbara in a conference
match on Saturday, October
19.
The Gauchos took an early
1-0 lead, but the Tigers con
tinued to move the ball well
on their front court offense.
Eddie Wisnewski provided
the offensive spark for the
Tigers early in the match, as
he netted 2 of his match high
4 goals in the period.

The Gauchos struck first in
the second period, as Doug
Arthur was able to beat Tiger
goalie Laurie Trettle to move
UCSB within a goal of the
Tigers with the score stand
ing at 3-2.
In the second half the
Tigers offense began where
it left off. Tiger utility man,
Nic Hepner, beat Gaucho
goalie, Sherwin Kim, for his
second goal of the match in
which provided the Tigers
with a comfortable 6-goal

Come on
Down to...
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Baskin-Robbins
Big 5 Sporting Goods
Capitol Donuts
Co-op Beauty Supply
Family Christian Store
Fashion Focus
Friendship Boutique
FuncoLand/G ameStop
Golden One Credit Union
Goodwill Store
Grocery Outlet
H & R Bock Services
Ho Ho Express
international Imports
Kinko's
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Larsen's Hallmark
Mervyn's California
Nail Galleria
Office Depot
Outback Steakhouse
Pier I Imports
Planet Beach Tanning Salon
Quizno's Classic Subs
RentWay
Sir Gauuan's Salon
TepaTaqueria
The Avenue
3 Day Blinds
Wells Fargo Bank
Wienerschnitzel
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advantage. At this point in
the match the Gaucho of
fense seem flustered, as the
Tigers kept the pressure on
and were able to cruise to 105 victory.
Some notable performanc
es for the Tigers included the
offensive play of holeman
Chris Nowak, who scored
one goal and drew a season
high 5 ejections.
Also scoring a goal apiece
for the Tigers were drivers
Sasha Maese, and Danny
Johnson, and holeman Kraig
Jorgenson.
Defensively, Tiger goalie
Laurie Trettle notched a
match high 9 saves. With the
victory the Tigers moved to
7-9 overall, and 2-2 in Moun
tain Pacific Sports Federation
Play.
Coming off of a strong per
formance against UC Santa
Barbara, the Tigers looked
to continue where they left
off as they played host to the
Long Beach State 49ers on
Sunday, October 20.
The Tigers defense was
stellar in the first half of play
as they held the 49ers score
less in the first period, and
gave up only 2 goals in the
second. With a 1-0 advan
tage after the first period,
the Tigers received 4 goals

CROSSROADS

Halloween?
Find it at
jSSofclteC €A Q5207
m+TOvitaoo

ed cu

in the second, two in which
were scored by driver Danny
Johnson.
On the first possession of
the fourth period, Tiger driv
er, Sasha Maese found the
back of the net for the first
of his two goals in the pe
riod, which gave the Tigers
a 6-5 advantage. The 49ers
would then respond on their
next possession, as holeman
Nathan Allard caught Tiger
goalie Laurie Trettel of guard
and scored on a lob shot.
With about a minute re
maining in regulation, the
Tigers capitalized on an extra
man situation, as driver Jarrod Cruzat found the back of
the net for the first of his two
goals. Unfortunately, the Ti
gers were unable to hold off
the 49ers in last 30 seconds of
regulation as 49er holeman,
Erik Geoffroy, scored to send
the match in to overtime tied
at 8-8.
In overtime, each team ex
changed goals on their first
possessions, but the Tigers
were able to seal the victory
as Cruzat found the back of
the net for his second goal
of the contest. With the vic
tory, the Tigers overall record
moved to 8-9 on the season
and 3-2 in Mountain Pacific
Sports Federation Play.

IPACIFICAN

Friday, October 25
M & WSW Tiger Inv. - All Day
WS vs. UTAH STATE- 7 p.m.
WVB at UC Riverside- 7 p.m.
WSM at SMU Classic- 7 p.m.
Saturday, October 26
M & WSW Tiger INV- All Day
MVB at LBD Tourn. - All Day
MT at ITA Regionals- All Day
WT at ITA Regionals- All Day

SPORTS

MWP at Santa Clara- 12
FH at California- 1 p.mWVB at CS Fullerton- 7 p **1
WSM at SMU Classic - 7 p•*" Sunday, October 27
WS vs. IDAHO- 12 p.««FH vs. ALUMNAE- 12
MT at ITA Regionals- AH
WT at ITA Regionals- All ua y

Pacific volleyball has its ups and downs

Freshman Ashley Groothuis
recorded 12 kills against Idaho.

By Blake Blackwell
Staff Writer

The Tigers split two deci
sions this week with a sweep
of Utah State and a thrilling
five game loss to Idaho. With
the win against Utah State,
the Tigers recorded the 750th
victory in program history.
The Tigers started off the
week with an impressive first
game against Utah State. The
Tigers built an early 16-8 lead

before cruising to an easy 3018 victory. The domination
in the first game was excit
ing to watch and was a great
showing of what this year's
young team is capable of.
However, things would be
a lot different in game two as
the Aggies broke out to an
early 10-6 lead, but the Tigers
rallied back to take a 15-12
lead. The run was highlight
ed by outstanding defense
and two service aces from
senior Megan Hauschild and
junior Misty Swails.
Pacific would continue
to lead the game, until the
Aggies staged a late rally to
tie the game at 28-28. With
everything all tied up, All
American Jen Joines ham
mered away consecutive kills
to put the Tigers up 2-0 going
into the break.
Much like the second
game, the Tigers fell behind
early and were down 9-6, but
then the Tigers came roaring
back to take the lead 13-17.
The Aggies were not out of
it yet and staged another
late rally and pulled back at
26-25. Senior Elaine Goeders would have none of that
and recorded two blocks and
kill in the final four points to
close out the match.
Jen Joines lead the Tigers

with 12 kills and eight blocks.
Also having an impressive
game was freshman Ashley
Groothuis who finished
them game with 10 kills and
a career-high seven blocks.
Unfortunately, the win
would prove costly for the
Tigers. During the match,
Joines suffered an ankle
injury that caused her to sit
out Saturday's game against
Idaho.
Without Joines the Tigers
would be missing one of their
biggest offensive weapons.
However this did not phase
the Tigers in game one. They
jumped out to an early 30-24
lead behind a combined hit
ting percentage of .429, while
holding the Vandals to a .171
average.
Idaho came on strong in
game two and was able to
turn the tables and take the
game, 30-26. Fortunately, the
Tigers were able to take the
third game 30-28.
The absence of Joines
would come to haunt the
Tigers as they had a tough
time offensively in game
four. The Vandals were able
to hold the Tigers to a .075
and force 10 hitting errors to
send the match to a decisive
game five.
In the final game Idaho

took an early 6-3 lead, only
to have Pacific come charg
ing back to tie the score with
kills by junior Misty Swails
and senior Elaine Goeders.
Late in the game, the Tigers
were able to push ahead 1413 on another kill by Swails,
but this time it was Idaho
that came up with a three
point rally to take the game
and the match.
In the match, the Tigers
were led by Goeders and
freshman Ashley Groothuis
with 12 kills apiece. Sopho

more Haley An d' r$
49 assists arid a cj
10 kills in the loss
On Tuesday, I
had a huge match
Cal rival Stanford,;
head coach John
returns to Pacific
time since he let"
a year and half a so
He brings w:"
Stanford Cardina,
ranked 6th in
This game will
in next week's ec :
Pacifican.
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Over the weekend, the Tigers look to improve their Big •/«
as they travel south to take on UC Riverside and CS F_
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Soccer reaches for first conference victory
- s<m:.

Bv Meriv Au-Yeunq

each took three shots, but
were unable to connect with
the back of the opposing
The
Pacific team's net. Goalie Megan
women's
soccer Pickering, senior, had a busy
team battled to a game with 12 saves.
Sunday's game became
scoreless tie versus
Cal State North- number six in the teams loss
ridge on Friday. streak. Eastern Washington
Both teams were was victorious 1-0 against
looking for their the Tigers. The only goal
first
conference came early in the second half
as Abbie Sousa for the Eagles
win.
The Tigers were kicked in a loose ball and
out shot by the scored from short range.
Pacific had many opportu
Northridge Mata
dors 20-14. Junior nities, outscoring the Eagles
Gabby
Olivares 20-10. Six shots were taken
and sophomores by sophomore Jaimi CoronaPhoto by Stuart Krengel
Sophomore Regina McGee breaks loose
Maggie Barsotti Flowers, while freshmen Fe
towards the goal for Pacific.
licia Weiss
took three shots.
> • 5 • • •
*\
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Staff Writer
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Pickering rounded up five
saves and needs four more
to break the Big West Con
ference record for saves in a
career held by Pacific's Kim

McCaskey.
Her next char:
Friday's game ag
State at Stagg Stac _

ATHLETE OF THE
--

Name: Maxime Lacr®
Year: Senior
Sport: Tennis

Lacroix defeated Romain Lachei
St. Mary's 6-1, 6-2 to claim the B championship for Pacific

